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6th Grade Science

Output of Choice
Word Web*Contains a
main idea*Contains 4 or
more connecting ideas

Pictures/Sketches*Needs 4 Poem*Poem must be about
only one topic or idea*Needs
or more
sketches*Pictures/sketches to contain 5 or more words
need to be labeled*Colored
3 or more colors

Cartoon*Needs to contain
4 boxes or more*Colored
3 or more colors*Needs to
contain pictures and words

321 Review*3 things I
learned or reviewed, 2 words
with definitions, and 1
question you have

Alphabet Review*7 or more
letters are used from the
alphabet*Words have
descriptions or definitions

4 Outcome sentences*4
sentences that start
possibly with: I learned…
I was surprised by… I
didnt like… The important
thing about… I wonder… I
now understand… or I
rediscovered…*Start each
sentence with a different
sentence starter

Postcard*Front Picture
about the notes from
class*Front Contains 3 or
more colors*Back A letter
containing 3 or more science
sentences explaining the
notes

CD Case*Create a band
name that relates to the
notes*Include a band name,
album title, and
picture*Colored 3 or more
colors

Venn Diagram*Need at
least two similarities and
differences

Four 411 TXT
TEST*Create five test
questions and answers using MSGS*Create four text
messages from the
the notes
notes*Then clarify the text
messages

Crossword puzzle*Must
have across and down
clues labeled*Need seven
words with clues*Must
contain the answers

I AM statements*Create
three or more “I am ______
therefore I would _____
because _____.”*Statements
must relate to the notes and
contain logical information

Book A Chapter 5

3 Analogies*_________ is to
_________ as _________ is
to __________.*_________ is
to _________
relationship______________
_______ is to
_________*A:B::C:D
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